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Elam Stoltzfus paddles towards a dramatic sunset on the Caloosahatchee River.

An uncommon adventure in a faraway world
By Barbara O’Reilley
Expedition photos by Carlton Ward, Jr.

N

ot far from the beaches and
condos and asphalt of modern Florida, there
is a faraway world. You may not know it’s there.
It is a wilderness of prairies, swamps, forests, and rivers
that wend their way up the spine of our peninsula. Bears,
panthers, coyotes, deer, bobcats, and lots of other wild
animals still roam there; exotic birds color a seemingly endless
sky; fish, reptiles, and insects galore populate the winding
waterways, lakes, and abundant foliage.
Intertwined with nature preserves, there are vast cattle
ranches where cowboys and Indians drive herds; expansive
military ranges where commandos practice maneuvers; and

large forests where lumbermen harvest and plant trees.
This is a Florida that you don’t see in the travel
brochures—and it’s way more magical than the Magic
Kingdom. But see this for yourself in the coming pages. Look
at the lush photographs of this hidden world. And meet some
of the people who live there—like the 71-year-old couple
whose home is a remote houseboat in the Everglades, the
cowboys who write poetry, the military commandos who
shoot targets from hovering Blackhawks, and the biologists
who monitor bears and panthers.
Your guide on this adventure is Carlton Ward, Jr., an
eighth-generation Floridian and conservation photographer
Photo by Joe Guthrie

Expedition Team

Joe Guthrie, a conservation biologist
based at Archbold Biological Station in
Venus, Florida, has been studying the
Florida black bear for several years. He
is also working with the National Wildlife
Refuge Association to create new refuges
and conservation areas in the Everglades.
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Elam Stoltzfus, a widely experienced
independent filmmaker based in North
Florida, has specialized in producing
nature documentaries in Florida over the
past dozen years. His award-winning
films have aired nationally on PBS.
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Mallory Lykes Dimmitt, a seventhgeneration Floridian, works for the Nature
Conservancy in Colorado, where she leads
an initiative to design a conservation
program for the Colorado Plateau. She
joined the expedition every few weeks as
her job allowed.

Carlton Ward, Jr., an eighth-generation
Floridian, began his career photographing
wildlife for the Smithsonian in Central
and West Africa. For the last several
years he has worked as a conservation
photographer focused on protecting
Florida’s natural and cultural heritage.

who led a 1,000-mile, 100-day expedition last year through
this wild heart of Florida. “We want to show the world that
it is still possible for a human or a bear to travel through
green space from the Everglades at the southern tip to the
Okefenokee Swamp in the north,” Ward says.
He, along with numerous environmentalists and
organizations around the state, hope that a patchwork of
Florida’s remaining natural space can be preserved and
connected into a “wildlife corridor.” This would provide
animals with sufficient habitat for survival in our everdeveloping state. It would guarantee that a poorly placed golf
course or housing development or expressway wouldn’t cut off
crucial migration routes.
But this is not just an altruistic quest. Ward and his
collaborators point out that Florida’s natural green space—
though virtually unknown to the majority of its 19 million
people—is essential for human survival, too. It provides the
water we drink, oxygenates the air we breathe, and grows a lot
of the food we eat.
As Ward and his fellow explorers set out on their
adventure last January, they joked about embarking on
a Tolkienesque quest into Middle Earth. Follow along
with them in these pages—and through these upcoming
opportunities:
A documentary of their trek, produced by expedition
team member Elam Stoltzfus, is scheduled to premiere March
28 on Tampa’s WUSF public-television station and air on
PBS stations throughout Florida starting April 1. Watch your
local listings.
An exhibition of Ward’s photographs runs through May
5 at the Tampa Bay History Center.
After you travel vicariously through “Middle Florida” in
this issue of FORUM, don’t miss the article about another
Florida treasure: The magical banjo player Mark Johnson.

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

This map shows the expedition route and the vision for a wildlife corridor through Florida.
Image courtesy of the Florida Wildlife Corridor Project

And be sure to read the insightful and touching “Bridging
Cultures” column by Norma Caballero, daughter of Mexican
immigrants; and the “Favorite Florida Place” column by
award-winning writer Lynne Barrett, who describes the
eclectic evolving neighborhood of Miami’s Upper Eastside.
So turn the page, but be prepared: This issue just may
change the way you see Florida.
BARBARA O’REILLEY is editor of FORUM.
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Journey to the
Heartof Florida
By Carlton Ward, Jr.

Wet with mud and having just received a sedative, this 195-pound black bear soon falls asleep and awakens wearing a GPS tracking collar. His movements help inform decisions about wildlife corridors.

T

he ferns spread thick around the trunks
of subtropical hardwoods that deeply shade the forest
floor. The ground is wet beneath my feet, quieting
slow and deliberate steps. Joe Guthrie stalks 10 yards
ahead but is nearly out of sight through the dense foliage. He
motions for me to hold back—a good sign—he’s caught a bear.
A few minutes later, he threads a syringe to the end of a jab
pole and edges within range to sedate the animal. Anchored to
a maple tree by a single cable snare, the bear is very much awake.
Joe describes the radius around the tree as the “circle of death,” a
good reason for his stealthy approach. Hunter and spear deliver
the drugs, and the bear settles by the base of the tree. Black and
wet with mud, the bear stares at me through penetrating amber
eyes that embody the heart of wildness, a depth of life every bit as
ancient and visceral as the growl of a jaguar in the Amazon or the
ground-rumbling charge of a forest elephant in the Congo.
This bear’s forest happens to be on a central Florida cattle
ranch only two miles from U.S. 27. It feels like a rainforest in
the summer heat. The canopy of bay trees interspersed with
maple, cypress, and pine hides much of the light—and also the
fact that civilization is so near. The bear is a 195-pound, twoyear-old male that Joe and his colleagues have named “M13.”
The animal awakens wearing a GPS tracking collar that will help
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them understand how bears are traversing the patchwork of natural,
agricultural, and developed lands of the Northern Everglades—a
water-drainage basin extending from Orlando to Lake Okeechobee.
It is 2006, my second year of documenting Florida cattle ranches,
and the same month that the cover story of Florida Trend magazine is
headlined: “Final Frontier: Growth is coming to Florida’s heartland.
Who gets to say where it goes and how?” Inside the magazine, the
article reveals plans for two new highways that would crisscross the
Northern Everglades—M13’s home range. There is lengthy discussion
of transportation, evacuation, and development corridors, but no
mention of corridors for water and wildlife.
I begin wondering: If we’re having a public debate about building
concrete corridors, shouldn’t Floridians be talking about protecting
ecological corridors at the same time? I go to the Internet and search
for “wildlife corridors” in Florida. There are almost no returns. I
know that scientists and conservationists have been advocating their
importance for decades, and big projects like Florida’s Ocala-toOsceola Corridor (O2O) have been achieving impressive results.
(O2O, I would later learn, is part of a state ecological corridor plan.)
But in 2006 the idea has yet to reach the mainstream. Wanting to
see that change, I reserve the domain name FloridaWildlifeCorridor.
com without fully understanding the scope of the adventure that was
about to begin.

J o u r n e y t o t h e H e a rt o f F l o r i d a

Mallory Lykes Dimmitt prepares to go.
Photo by Lisa Baylor

An aerial view looks east toward Whitewater Bay, which the team traverses on the first day.

Red mangrove trees line Florida Bay.

Heading north—the journey begins.

Photo by Lisa Baylor

DAY 1: The journey begins
3:59 a.m. Camped in the Everglades at the edge of Florida
Bay, listening to dolphins hunt the shallows. An exhale and
inhale with each breach, erupting water followed by fluttering
fish across the surface. In a few hours we will slip into their world.
The journey begins...
We slide into our
kayaks. I have been
anticipating the feeling of
this first stroke all year. It’s
late morning, and we’ve
had a big sendoff—media
interviews, a teleconference,
a ceremony. Now we leave
the modern world and
paddle north into the largest
roadless wilderness in the

continental United States. No land, no contact with the
outside world for the next several days. With each mile, the
frenzy of preparing for this day fades. Breathing deepens,
muscles tighten, and body and mind find focus on the task at
hand. Several people told us we were crazy for embarking on
this odyssey. But in the moment, it feels like the hardest part
was getting to the starting line.
Mallory’s journal: “We get a late start, which allows us to
paddle in the dark, and it is perfect conditions and beautiful
light, and as the sun goes down and we are still paddling
quietly, we snake our way in through this beautiful channel to
South Joe River Chickee for the first night.”

Carlton Ward, Jr., in media interview.
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DAY 3: Eyes and ears of the backcountry
We are four kayaks strung out across the watery expanse of
Tarpon Bay. The mangrove horizon is unbroken except for a small
powerboat racing toward us. It slows to an idle, and the boaters
introduce themselves as John and Donna Buckley. They live on a
houseboat, The Swamp Lily, moored in a remote alcove nearby.
Everglades Supt. Dan Kimball sent them to check up on us. They’ll
help guide us by canoe through the labyrinth of mangroves into
the open sawgrass. They say only a very few people each year cross
the sawgrass, and they can’t remember anyone doing it from south
to north. The Buckleys, both 71, have been Everglades National
Park volunteers for 27 winters. They rescue lost paddlers, monitor
wildlife, orient new rangers, and do all they can to make sure park
visitors have a good experience. In the summers, they return to a
cabin on a national park island in Lake Superior.

“We’re interested in the wilderness with a capital ‘W.’”
John Buckley says. “So far, this afternoon, we’ve run
across manatees and really big alligators. We’ve watched
an eagle mug an osprey, which was cool. He swooped
after [the osprey] and stole his fish. We’ve been here all
of these years, and we’ve yet to see an eagle catch his own
fish.” “They call us the eyes and ears of the backcountry,”
Donna Buckley says. But pythons, John adds, are hard to
spot: “Going around looking for them is not very effective.
They are super camouflaged-up. The places they prefer to
inhabit are not conducive to spotting them…We are both
trained [to capture a python] but you need space to move
around and tear them out. Doesn’t work from a canoe.”

The Buckleys’ 21-year-old houseboat (shown in aerial photo below, right) is 35 feet long and 12 feet wide—half of it a screened porch.
A generator provides limited lighting, and a mini-refrigerator runs on propane. Visitors sleep in a tent on the houseboat’s roof.
The couple restocks supplies every two weeks, a journey requiring a 90-minute motorboat trip and then a 90-minute car drive.

Donna Buckley is dressed against sun and mosquitoes.

A great blue heron, one of 350 bird species in the Everglades.
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The Buckleys’ houseboat is moored in an alcove of Tarpon Bay.

The jewel tone of mangrove leaves is reflected in Avocado Creek.
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DAY 5: Horizon as far as you can see
We’ve been in this open sea of beautiful sawgrass prairie for
almost three days. The only thing I can really compare it to is like
being on an open bay or out on a big, big lake, because it’s horizon as
far as you can see in all directions and open light and open air.
Elam’s journal: “Carlton and Joe have their tents on air mattresses
on the sawgrass on about 18 inches of water. I wish you could see this!
I’m sleeping up on the platform of the gauging station. What a view. It’s
mosquitoville tonight. No cell or Internet yet. Tomorrow we will paddle
on the airboat trail.”

DAY 6: Lost in the swamp at night
Darkness falls over Shark River Slough. Joe and I stand atop
our kayaks, push-poling them through the sawgrass, feeling like real
gladesmen. Suddenly my kayak rocks, and I’m nearly thrown out. By
the time I regain my balance I realize I just ran over an alligator resting
in the narrow water trail. Before I can warn Joe and Elam behind
me, I hear kerplunk, kerplunk—pause—kerplunk, kerplunk, as each
runs over the same gator. We can’t see anything. A few hundred yards
further down the trail, it happens again.

The sawgrass suddenly ends. It’s like everything becomes
closed in. You have these 12-foot-tall cattails, and you just
feel squeezed. People say how cattails indicate an unhealthy
environment because there’s high phosphorous, and we are
learning this firsthand. You can smell the stench of the water,
and you can see how this is just like the end of the sewer pipe for
suburban and agricultural lands to the north.
We’re push-poling single-file through this canyon of cattails,
with me at the front. It’s dark. We can’t see what’s coming
around the next corner. I feel like we’re just kind of waiting for
an ambush, and so I turn on my headlamp for the first time and
shine it maybe every 10 strokes because you don’t know where
you’re going or what you’re going to run into. It seems like
only moments before we were peacefully flying by instruments
through the open sawgrass, not overly concerned about the
immediate foreground. It is a big transition from the Everglades
as God intended to this other world.

Afternoon clouds move above sawgrass and lily pads in the 672,000-acre Everglades/Francis S. Taylor Wildlife Management Area.

Alligators are sometimes hard to see.
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Night falls on the slough explorers.

A floating campsite in the sawgrass.
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Carlton Ward, left, and Joe Guthrie push-pole through the shallow sawgrass.

Joe’s journal: “Those were some tense moments, because
it was late, we were tired, my feet were in extreme pain from
just being wet all day long and totally waterlogged. And
we were surrounded by water. There was no indication that
there was any dry land where we could stop and camp.”
That’s when Joe, combining his instinct with
aerial imagery, is able to bushwhack a trail through
this impenetrable thicket of willows and other
invasive species to find a little bit of soggy high
ground where we set camp and try to figure out how
we’re going to continue the journey the next day.
Joe’s journal: “That was the first dry ground we’d
touched in days. And so, in the dark, there we were on some
dry ground, and we camped…The next day we searched for
drinking water and tried to find the trail to get out of the
cattails. It was pretty scary because it was snake habitat.
There’s matted grass everywhere where gators had been.
It just looked perfect for big cottonmouths. And so you’re
tromping around in that stuff, and there’s ankle-deep
water, and it’s mucky and just unpleasant, and then there’s
overgrown vegetation everywhere. You know, they say inches
matter in the Everglades. And the Everglades made us work
for every inch.”

Joe Guthrie, left, confers with bear-tracking colleague Brian Scheick.

A water moccasin, up close and personal.
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We have this almost half-mile portage, slogging through the
mud. Then when we get in the deep water that floats our boats, it’s
choked down by this invasive species, water lettuce. I think it takes
us almost an hour to go a couple hundred yards. You push your
pole down into the muck and into the rocks, all the way down, like
12 feet, and just scrape your boat forward about a foot. And then
do it again on the other side.

DAY 14—Mucking about with Clyde
Elam’s journal: “We biked 43 miles west to the Fakahatchee Strand
yesterday and are now waking up in an amazing flooded forest where
our friends Clyde Butcher, Mike Owen, and Renee Rau will join us
for a day of mucking about and photography.”

“I’m not sure that Florida’s ever had a plan,” says Clyde Butcher.
“It just sprung up in the ‘20s Boom, in the Deco period, and then,
probably started in the ‘70s again. People just wanted to come,
and there wasn’t much planning…With more people, we have to
understand we have to plan more. Where does our drinking water
come from? It comes from here. Where does our air come from? It
comes from these plants making oxygen. People from cities don’t
understand what the environment is useful for. And we can’t live
without this environment, physically. And I think emotionally we
need it, too. But actually, physically, we need the environment…
The Fakahatchee is an amazing place. I don’t think there’s anything
quite like this in America…We’ve taken quite a few people through
swamp walks. And I can’t tell you how many people have come out
of a swamp walk and said, ‘This is better than Disney World!’
Now I think that’s the ultimate compliment to the swamp.”

Nature photographer Clyde Butcher is renowned for his large, iconic black-and-white
photographs that capture the drama and life of the Everglades.

Clyde Butcher wades through the Fakahatchee Strand, carrying photographic equipment.

A rare ghost orchid in the Big Cypress preserve.
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Elam Stoltzfus, left, and Joe Guthrie wade through a cypress stand in the remote Bear Island region of Big Cypress National Preserve.
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A camera trap catches a coyote off guard.

This panther is one of about 100 to 160 in Florida.

A panther track, sighted near the expressway underpass.

A female white-tailed deer on high alert.

The team walks through the I-75 wildlife underpass.

DAY 15: Panther country
The whining, hissing, and rumbling of vehicles occasionally
quiets but never stops as we approach the foreboding concrete
wall of I-75. We walk through the underpass constructed for
wildlife and meet up with Kevin Godsea and Darrell Land and
friends. They point to the tracks of panthers, bears, coyotes,
otters, and foxes.
“The Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge is really like a
superhighway for panthers,” says Kevin Godsea, Refuge manager. “It’s
26,000 acres…The panther population was so low for so long, 30 or so
individuals in the 1980s. Now we’re up to a 100 to 160 individuals.
There’s been a lot of things going on so that we could grow that
population to that size [including the wildlife crossings under I-75].”
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“We had to bring in some cats from other subspecies to kind of
revitalize our gene pool, says Darrell Land, Panther Team Leader
for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Florida
panthers “were suffering from inbreeding. We needed to restore that
gene flow that once occurred naturally when the Florida panther
abutted up to other panther subspecies throughout the United States.”

DAY 21: Home on the range
I’m starting to feel at home among the woods and pastures
of cattle ranches. These are the first private properties we’ve
traversed…Today’s ranch belongs to my cousin, John Ward. He
and his wife Gretchen welcome us into their home, which is
equidistant—about 65 miles—from both the Gulf and Atlantic
coasts. Like so many other agricultural families, the Wards struggle
to keep the land together. They make their living from farming
and raising cattle. John says that panthers don’t seem to bother his
cattle. But, like many, he worries about the proliferation of hogs,
which destroy ranchland.

J o u r n e y t o t h e H e a rt o f F l o r i d a

Watching the world from between a horse’s ears, riders meet up in the Northern Everglades.

John and Gretchen Ward relax on the back of their pickup.

David Milburn is cattle-boss on the Babcock Ranch.

“We hunt hogs to maintain the farm’s integrity,” John Ward says.
“Other than that, for many years we didn’t hunt them. But it got
to be such an inundation of hogs. One of the reasons I don’t want to
eliminate all the hogs is because the population of pigs, I think, keeps
the coyote damage off the cattle.”

DAY 27: A warm surprise on a freezing night
It is the coldest night of the expedition. We’ve trekked our
way 12 miles or so across Babcock Ranch in southwest Florida, and
we set camp under this grand oak hammock. It is freezing cold.
We’re getting out our little camp stoves to boil up some water to
eat our freeze-dried food, and I see some headlights in the distance.
And here comes cowboy David Milburn and his wife Bonnie Rae
with a huge pot of hot chili. They bring us dinner by the campfire.
“I’ve seen just about the whole ranch from between a horse’s ears,”
says David Milburn, cattle boss on the 74,000-acre Babcock Ranch,
which has about 3,500 head of cattle. “What more could you ask for
than to be living out here like this? I mean, we love it.”
Babcock cowboys, David Milburn, left, and Chris Hopper, relax in the firelight.
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DAY 29: Cowmen vs. cowboys

DAY 31: Meeting Seminole elders

Doyle Rigdon, who works on the Lykes Brothers cow crew,
We take a side trip to see friends at the Seminole Reservation
entertains us when we reach Fisheating Creek. A fifth-generation
at Brighton. Elders welcome us by preparing a special meal,
cowman, he recites one of the poems he’s written about working the including turtle and fresh frybread. Lorene Gopher, Director of
range in Florida.
Culture Programs for the Tribe, describes how Seminoles used
to find food in the swamp. Moses Jumper, Jr., the Tribe’s Poet
Laureate, recites one of his poems about Seminole cattlemen.
“Everything
here,
know,
” Lorene
Gopher says. “We could go
“The West,was
where
theyou
true
cowboys
dwell,
Well, I’m from Florida, and it’s her story I’ll tell.
I’ve seen the West, and sure, it’s rough
“Everything was here, you know,” Lorene Gopher says. “We could go
But let them cowboys come here
cut a swamp cabbage and cook that. Go fishing, get you a fish. And the
and see if they’re tough enough
turtles in the water, you could get those. And you could cook them.”
To work all day in sugar-sand cowpens
The heat and humidity hot enough to purge sins
“Everything
wasIhere,
know,” Lorene Gopher says. “We could go
“As
a young boy
stoodyou
in awe,
Or fight skeeters in hordes thick enough to kill cattle
as I watched these rugged men of old.
Or race breakneck through a hammock
They were dark with jet-black hair topped with old Stetson hats
and try to stay in the saddle.
and faces that were bold.
I’ve heard working cows out in Texas can get harsh
Their jeans were well worn,
But let’s see a cowpuncher get a haredick out of Dooley Marsh
as were the faded long-sleeve shirts they wore with pride.
Where the catclaw vines rip at you, riding on your horse
The boots, the spurs, they had it all,
Where risking life and limb is just a matter of course...
even to the horses they would ride.
A cowboy might can work out West and make a hand,
I knew these men before I’d heard of Gene or Roy or Wayne.
But in Florida, by gum, it takes a cowMAN.”
I didn’t know these movie cowboys stood for a way of life
that would cause our people so much pain.
Excerpt from “It Takes a Cowman” by Doyle James Rigdon
The Indian cowboys I knew were for real,
and something told me that’s what I wanted to be…”
North America’s first vaqueros (cowboys—known in Florida as cowmen)
rode the prairies, scrub, woods, and marshes on our peninsula in the
mid-1600s—long before cowboys rode the West.

Excerpt from “Indian Cowboy Dreams” by Moses Jumper, Jr.

Horses run through the fog at dawn on the Brighton Seminole ranch.

Doyle Rigdon, one of Florida’s cowman poets.

Seminole rancher Norman Johns.
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Seminole elders cook turtle, fry bread, and other delights.
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An open canopy of longleaf pines provides intermittent shade to an understory of cutthroat grass, a rare endemic species found only in central Florida.

The expedition team meets commandos in the Avon Park range.

Hot brass rains down from a Blackhawk helicopter during training maneuvers.

DAY 43: Commandos in the flatwoods

Avon Park Air Force Range is one of the only places in this
country where units can practice this exercise. Not only does
the base provide essential training for all branches of the U.S.
military, it also protects more than 100,000 acres of some of the
best natural habitat remaining in central Florida. Adjacent to
Kissimmee Prairie State Preserve, the Department of Defense land
is an essential piece of the Florida Wildlife Corridor and a model
for how maintaining military readiness and protecting water and
wildlife can work together.

Hot brass rains down around us from the Blackhawk
helicopter hovering overhead, as cartridge casings pepper the
palmettos and pine limbs swaying in the downdraft. Muzzle blasts
crack through the hum of the rotors, followed by staccato pings of
full metal jacket rounds smacking steel silhouettes standing in the
distance. The ratio of shots to hits is impressive, though we do not
realize the full caliber of soldiers we are meeting until we see them
touch down every few minutes to take turns shooting shoulderfired rifles and flying the helicopter.
We soon learn that the members of this special operations
unit of Homeland Security and Border Protection are practicing
to intercept hostile boats on the open seas. One commando brags
on his colleague who had recently put training to practice by using
his 50-caliber rifle to shoot out the engine blocks of a fast-moving
cigarette boat trying to outrun their helicopter between the
Bahamas and Miami. The smugglers were all taken into custody
along with the large haul of drugs, guns, and people they had
hidden onboard.
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“Our goal is to train air crew and ground crews to train like they
fight, give them an opportunity to prepare before they go overseas,”
says Lt. Col. Paul Neidhardt, Commander of the Avon Park Air
Force Range. “We try to provide them an opportunity to see as close
to what they would actually get over there…before they go so that
we bring everybody back alive...We’re a little over 106,000 acres.
Twenty-five thousand of that is bombing range for actual deployment
of ordinance...The rest of it is conservation areas where we look at
threatened and endangered species. We also manage a lot of timber
and wetlands areas out here as well.”
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Joe Guthrie, left, and Elam Stoltzfus explore Kissimmee Prairie Preserve State Park at dawn on day 46 of the expedition.

Joe Guthrie is camouflaged in an oak-and-palmetto hammock on the Adams Ranch.
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DAY 47: A cattleman hero

DAY 51: Back in the saddle

We swim across the Kissimmee River and hike through
breathtaking Kissimmee Prairie Preserve State Park, home of the
grasshopper sparrow, perhaps the most endangered bird in North
America. After crossing several cattle ranches, we arrive at the
Adams Ranch.
Bud Adams has been a hero to me ever since I met him in
2005. He has a reputation for conservation and is the first rancher
I went to meet during my transition from photographing Africa
to photographing Florida. Bud and family host us for a lunchtime
gathering. His granddaughter, Lee-Ann, a leader of the Northern
Everglades Alliance, is working to find ways to protect their ranch
and Everglades headwaters region.

Cypress trees give way to palmetto prairie partially shaded by
a canopy of longleaf pines. We are accompanied by 20 friends—
cowboys and conservationists who have come together to protect
the ranchlands at the headwaters of the Everglades. The Everglades
Headwaters National Conservation Area is a product of their
alliance. We’ve made it to the halfway point of the expedition.
Seventeen miles on horseback provides a welcome change after
traveling the first 500 miles by foot or kayak. We finish the ride at
The Nature Conservancy’s Disney Wilderness Preserve, then go to
Carlos Vergara’s Lonesome Camp Ranch.

“I just hope that [people in the future] can see a Florida like I have
seen it,” says rancher Bud Adams. “If I could come back here 50 to 75
years from now and see a working ranch with cowboys and horses and
cattle and that sort of thing in that sort of clean environment, that
would be my greatest hope.”
“Someone needs to bring attention to this area, because no one thinks
of Florida like this,” says rancher Lee-Ann Adams. Speaking about the
campaign for the Florida Wildlife Corridor, she adds, “Maybe this is
a chance.”

Well-known rancher Bud Adams.

“My family came from Cuba in 1959,” says Carlos Vergara, president
of Venture 4, which owns Lonesome Camp Ranch. “My parents have
always drilled into me that the most important thing that we lost in
Cuba…was our heritage. You know you can’t get that back. That is not
something you can buy…The working cattle ranch has a tremendous
heritage in Florida. If you look at it from the standpoint of the history
of the United States, Florida was really the first state to have cattle
ranchers…Many of these families have been in the cattle ranching
business for generations, and there is a real theme that runs through
all these families in that they have a real love for the land.”
Forever Florida manages herds of cracker cattle and
cracker horses descended from the first livestock to
arrive in North America, via Florida, in 1521.

Cypress trees grace Lake Russell.

Cracker horses, descended from original Spanish livestock.

Cuban-American rancher Carlos Vergara.

The trail leads through palmetto and pine.
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DAY 58: A mysterious place

DAY 59: A primeval cacophony

We take a side trip to visit the mysterious Lake X Ranch. It
is the northernmost property that is a candidate for protection by
the Everglades Headwaters National Conservation Area. Meghan
Hoza, representing the Kenneth Kirchman Foundation, explains
how Kirchman bought the 10,444 acres in 1983 and directed that
it be preserved. Because of costs, the only way it can be kept in its
current pristine condition is through conservation easements.

Our tents are nestled beneath a grand oak amid a dense palm
hammock alongside Lake Winder. The ground is wet all around us
except for the elevated dirt road that cuts between pastures to the
west and the lake marsh to the east. Beneath a waning full moon,
the forest emanates sound—constant grunts and chirps of frogs
and insects in the wetlands, punctuated by the singing of birds and
the rustling of small mammals through the palmetto fronds and
leaf litter. The primeval cacophony takes me back to camps in the
Amazon and Congo.
After days of hiking, we rode mountain bikes to this wild spot
on the border of Deseret Ranch, the leading producer of beef cattle
in the United States and one of 23 ranches we have visited so far.
Cattle ranches, which cover nearly seven million acres of Florida,
provide essential pieces of the puzzle for the wildlife corridor.

“Mercury [Marine Co.] used to test their outboard engines out
here,” Meghan Hoza says of the 1,400-acre Lake X. “It got dubbed
‘Lake X’ because there was a lot of top-secret testing. A lot of people
think something bad was going on here, but that was not the case.
[Mercury] was just testing their engines and wanted to keep it top
secret from their competitors.”

Ancient pines stretch up to a starry sky in the Disney Wilderness Preserve.

A Buck Island Ranch frog clings to its territory.

Cowboy Travis Brown parts a herd of heifers in cowpens at Deseret Ranch.
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In the morning we’ll launch our kayaks into Lake Winder and
paddle north for a full week on the St. Johns River. This is one of
Florida’s largest wild spaces, where shad migrate hundreds of miles
upstream from the Atlantic and bring with them millions of birds
and wildlife, which, just like the people of Jacksonville, rely on the
natural river for their survival.

DAY 67: A missing link
After moving overland through the patchwork of public and
private land that makes up the Volusia Conservation Corridor,
our first overnight camp is at the cattle ranch and timber farm of
the LeFils family. We learn they have just protected their property
with a conservation easement. We have become the first people
to traverse the entire length of this Corridor, for which the LeFils
Ranch had been a missing link.

“I love my lifestyle. I like to figure out what a cow is going to do
before she does it,” says Jim LeFils. “There is not a lot of money
in what we do. It is just a way of life…People fantasize about
what the cowboy is. The real cattlemen started in Florida.
It wasn’t out West. It was right here where we’re at now in
Florida. You can haul some cattle to the market or wherever
you’re going to go with them, and [people in Florida] will pull
up beside you and just be in awe. They have never seen such a
thing. It is kind of sad that we are so many generations removed
from our roots.”

Jim LeFils calls ranching “a way of life.”

Campsite in the Tiger Bay State Forest.

The headwaters of St Johns River—the second-largest watershed in Florida.
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Gazing out at the St. Johns River.
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Artist Margaret Ross Tolbert in her element–a Florida spring. Blue Springs State Park in Volusia County protects the largest spring on the St. Johns River.

DAY 73: Swimming with a ‘mermaid’
I kick hard against the current which speeds across
shallow limestone and sand, making slow progress toward
the headspring. The mullet and garfish pointed in the same
direction seem to move so effortlessly. I push to keep up
with Margaret Ross Tolbert, renowned painter and siren of
Florida’s springs. We’ve just met for the first time and it is such
an honor to take my first plunge into Blue Springs with her
as my guide. The current slows as the water deepens, colors
shifting from crystal white to ocean blue as we enter the
round escarpment where millions of gallons of water bubble
up from a fissure in the bedrock. Margaret takes a breath and
disappears. She moves like a mermaid swimming through one
of her painted murals, at home in a world her work embodies.
“I think it is so important to give oneself over to this other world:
an experience of delight that waits for us when we immerse
ourselves in it,” says Margaret Ross Tolbert. “Like all the other
wildlife there, we can be suspended in this flow of color, light,
energy, and time. We are suddenly and instantly connected with
all the waters of the Floridan aquifer, and with all those before
and after who enter this special space and experience the same joy
and abandon. From life-giving element to spiritual restoration, we
receive sustenance from these places. And then to realize that many
of these spots are changing and disappearing before our very eyes is
totally devastating. [But] springs can restore themselves if given the
chance, if their flow is restored and plant life in the waters can filter
and transform it through natural processes.”

An aerial view of Ocala National Forest.

DAY 74: Enchanted forest
We begin a magical week of hiking through enchanted pines
and scrub by day and camping beside an artisan spring or pond
each night. Alexander Springs, Farles Lake, Juniper Spring, Grassy
Pond, Hopkins Prairie—these are all campsites along the Florida
National Scenic Trail in Ocala National Forest. In the middle of
the forest, we meet up with Ed Montgomery, director of real estate
and marketing for Rayonier, a forest products company that owns
about 400,000 acres in North Florida.
“Working forests in conservation provide this green
infrastructure [ for] a lot of the things that we take for
granted—clean air, clean water, air conditioning,”
Ed Montgomery says. “You know each little tree is like a
natural air conditioner through the process of transpiration.”
Continued on Page 22
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HISTORY WILL NO LONGER BE A THING OF THE PAST.
THE COLONIAL QUARTER. GRAND OPENING, SPRING 2013.

COME CELEBRATE 500 YEARS
OF FLORIDA’S FIRST TOURIST.
Come celebrate 500 years of Florida’s
Historic Coast. New attractions await,
along with new adventures and new
occasions to write the first chapter
of our next 500 years. Because as
modern-day explorers discover every day,
our history is not the same old story.

Discover all the new attractions and
special events planned for this year.
Visit FloridasHistoricCoast.com
or call 800-421-7779.

St. Augustine – Recently selected by National Geographic Traveler as one of the World’s Top 20 Must-See Places.
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alive!

humanities

Humanities Board elects
two members, re-elects one
The Florida Humanities Council Board has elected Casey Fletcher
of Bartow and Penny Taylor of Naples to serve three-year terms. In
addition, Deborah Kynes of Dunedin was re-elected to a three-year
term on the board.
Casey Fletcher, a certified public
accountant, has an extensive background
in professional, civic, and fraternal
activities. He currently serves on
the board of governors of Florida’s
statewide CPA organization, has
been director of Leadership Florida,
and has served on the state Board of
Regents. He won the Bartow Rotary
Club’s Medal of Honor for outstanding
community service. A former Eagle
Scout and scoutmaster, he is a founding
Fletcher
director of the Peace River Youth Soccer
Association and was president of Bartow’s United Way. His hobbies
are hunting, historical reenactments, and reading.

Taylor

Penny Taylor is a professional
photographer and writer whose work
has been featured in the New York Times,
Investment News, the Chicago Tribune,
American Lawyer magazine, and several
regional magazines. Her book, Dream
Houses, was published by the University
Press of Florida in 2011. A former
member of the Naples City Council, she
helped develop and adopt the city’s first
public arts ordinance. She also served on
the Naples Art Association Board.

Watch for our roadshow “Dreamers & Schemers”
Here’s your chance to meet historical figures who helped shape Florida’s
destiny. Great Floridians will come alive on a stage near you this year during
our traveling roadshow, “Dreamers & Schemers.” Some are native sons and
daughters who strove to protect their beloved home. Others came here
looking for their freedom or fortune. You get to decide which ones are
dreamers and which are schemers. Or are some of them both?
Actor/scholars will portray Francisco Menéndez, a former slave and militia
leader in Spanish Florida; educator Mary McLeod Bethune; Seminole
Chief Osceola; King of the Crackers Jake Summerlin; novelist and folklorist
Zora Neale Hurston; Pedro Menéndez, founder of Spanish St. Augustine;
industrialist Henry Flagler; political leader Napoleon Bonaparte Broward;
and Everglades champion Marjory Stoneman Douglas.
Three troupes, each with three actors, will tour local theaters across Florida.
Check our website, FloridaHumanities.org, for performance dates and places.
“Dreamers & Schemers” is one of several programs we are sponsoring this year
to help commemorate Florida’s 500th anniversary.

Learn about Florida on TeachingFlorida.org

Remembering Bill McBride

Have you checked out our newest website yet? TeachingFlorida.org is designed
for Florida teachers—and for anyone else who wants to know more about their
state’s history and cultural heritage.

We mourn the passing of our former
board member William “Bill” McBride, a
Florida civic leader who died on Dec. 22,
2012. We extend our heartfelt sympathies
to his widow Alex Sink and their
children, Bert and Lexi.

Featured are expertly researched articles, fascinating primary documents,
colorful images and maps, audios and videos, and numerous lesson plans and
classroom activities created by teachers.
The website’s first unit focuses on Colonial
Florida, with an emphasis on St. Augustine,
the oldest continuously occupied city in
the continental United States. The second
unit, currently under development, will
feature Florida in the Civil War. The website
will continue to grow to encompass other
important Florida topics. This multimedia,
interactive site asks you to suggest topics we
should include in the future.
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“Bill brought a passion for Florida that
was evident in all of his work on our
board,” said Janine Farver, executive
director. “We have lost a great man—one
who cared about all Floridians.”

McBride

Mr. McBride, a lawyer who grew up in Leesburg, ran for governor
against Jeb Bush in 2002. He was a graduate of the University
of Florida and was inducted into the UF Hall of Fame. A U.S.
Marine from 1968 to 1971, he was awarded a Bronze Star
Medal with Valor Device. Mr. McBride served on the Florida
Humanities Council Board from 1996 to 2000.

calendarwww.FloridaHumanities.org
Photo courtesy of Dr. Rachel K. Wentz

Here are some highlights of the hundreds of free public events we sponsor around the state.
Dates and times are subject to change, and new events are continually added. For complete,
up-to-date listings, go to www.FloridaHumanities.org/calendar.
Application deadlines extended
for our summer teacher seminars
Attention all teachers! The deadline to apply

for our summer professional-development seminars
has been extended to March 29. Learn at fascinating
sites around the state this summer about Colonial
St. Augustine, Florida in the Civil War, literary
great Zora Neale Hurston, Seminole traditions, and
Colonial Pensacola. Each seminar will feature lectures
by scholars, field trips, films, cultural experiences,
and much more (including the opportunity to meet
colleagues from all over the state).
Go to our website, FloridaHumanities.org,
for information and to apply.

Grant deadlines
To learn about our grants, which fund communitygenerated humanities projects, go to our website,
FloridaHumanities.org. Upcoming application
deadlines are:
June 3—Mini-grants
July 15—Partnership grants

Windover Pond is a 7,000-year-old burial site near Titusville.

BRADENTON—March 16 at 10 a.m., Manatee Village Historical Park:
Artisans, exhibits, arts, crafts, and a regional Florida book sale are
featured at Heritage Days open house.

VERO BEACH— March 21 at 7 p.m., Emerson Center: Steve Smith,
veteran clown at Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, describes
the art and craft of clowning.
ORMOND BEACH—March 23 at 9:30 a.m., Anderson-Price Memorial
Building: Rachel Wentz, regional director of the Florida Public
Archaeology Network, discusses the 7,000-year-old Windover burial
site near Titusville, where more than 160 humans from Florida’s
Archaic period were interred.
GAINESVILLE—April 22 at 7 p.m., Santa Fe College Building

E Auditorium: Some Florida Book Award winners discuss the
relationship between humans and their environment in a panel titled,
“Of Thirst and Beauty: Writing to Save our Waters.”

NAPLES—May 2 at 5:30 p.m., Von Liebig Art Center: Storyteller
Carrie Sue Ayvar, in a presentation flowing seamlessly between
Spanish and English, chooses from her large repertoire of personal,
historical, and traditional Florida tales to connect the people and
cultures of Florida.
F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

The 6,000-acre Lake Jackson, north of Tallahassee, disappeared
down a sinkhole in 1999.
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Continued from Page 18

DAY 84: A range for bears
We trek north into the nearly complete Ocala-to-Osceola
(O2O) Corridor, a patchwork of natural lands that will allow
bears and other animals to range between the Ocala forest and
the Georgia border. A key link in the chain is Camp Blanding,
a 72,000-acre military site where training takes place for the
10,000 Florida Army Guardsmen; 2,000 Florida Air Guardsmen;
and for Marine, Air Force, and Navy units from all over the
Southeast and the country. We learn about it from Brig. Gen.
Richard Gallant, Land Component Commander for the Florida
National Guard.
Positioned midway through the O2O corridor, Blanding
has also been the hub for recent bear research by biologist
Walter McCown and the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation
Commission. Like my teammate Joe Guthrie, who works in
Highlands County, McCown has been capturing bears and
installing GPS collars to learn how they move through the
landscape. A longtime admirer of McCown’s work, Joe has been
looking forward to meeting him on the trail.

“We have over 50 live-fire ranges. We have artillery ranges,
other indirect fire ranges, aerial gunnery ranges. We
actually have lakes where Navy and [Marine] units can do
training also,” says Brig. Gen. Richard Gallant. “We think
we have some of the most pristine property in the state of
Florida. The property was given to the state…for military
training, but we understand we have a role in protecting
the tremendous asset we have at Camp Blanding.”
“The [Florida] bear has been making a remarkable
comeback from a low point during the ‘50s to the 1970s,
when there were probably only a few hundred bears,”
says Walter McCown. “But improved management,
decreased fire frequency, all these factors have kicked in...
We have bears in six large populations and a couple of
smaller populations, and most of the larger populations
are increasing noticeably…The bear population of Ocala
[National Forest] is the densest in the state, I think, because
so much of the vegetation that grows there is just bear food…
You know, we live in a state with 18 million people, and we
still have bears and panthers. That’s just amazing.”

The Ocala Forest cabin of renowned conservationist Archie Carr.

A Florida black bear trips a camera trap as it saunters by.

A swamp azalea spreads its elegance.
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Walter McCown listens for bears at Camp Blanding.

The fog drifts over Ocala National Forest.
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A longleaf pine forest at Camp Blanding.

A young alligator smiles for the camera in the Okefenokee Swamp.

DAY 96: Looking like intrepid adventurers
The campfire warms our tired bodies and offers an illusion
of dryness amid the relentless rainfall. We’ve been paddling
upstream for days on the Suwannee River. A 30,000-acre fire in
the Pinhook Swamp changed our plans to hike overland from
Osceola National Forest into the Okefenokee. So we veered
west to travel the final week by water. Now we huddle shoulderto-shoulder, palms stretched toward the flames. Everything is
dripping wet, but I am happy.
Just 10 hours before, at Griffis Fish camp canoe launch, we
looked like carefree spring breakers just passing time, enjoying
perfect sunshine, and taking turns diving into the river after a
Frisbee. No onlooker would know it was our 96th day of a rigorous
expedition and that we had been paddling upstream against the
current for the past week. I preferred that we look like intrepid
adventurers because of the man we were waiting for: Michael Fay,
a National Geographic Explorer-in-Residence best known for his
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Photographer Mac Stone joins the trekkers, diving after a Frisbee.

455-day, 2,500-mile “Megatrasect” through the heart the Congo.
Mike and I met on the Atlantic coast of Gabon while I was
working as a photographer with the Smithsonian. And now, to
show support for what we’re doing in Florida, he is interrupting
his intense schedule to join our trek for the last few days. I didn’t
want the man who has been called “the world’s greatest living
explorer” to think our expedition was a game of Frisbee.
Luckily, not more than an hour after he joined our
paddle, nature unleashed the most furious thunderstorm we
would endure. Lightning bolts tore through the sky behind
the entrance sign for Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge,
accentuating the final phase of our journey. Visibility was cut
to a few yards, cell service faded.
As the river narrowed and then spread out into an endless
headwater swamp we accidentally split into two groups. Each
thought the other was in front, so we pressed on, racing daylight.
When Joe and I came to the first downed trees, we didn’t notice
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any drag marks from other kayaks. When we arrived at the
designated camp just after dark, Mike, Elam, and Mallory
weren’t there.
Joe started a fire in the rain, we lightened our boats, and we
mounted a search party, now somewhat embarrassed we’d lost
our esteemed guest in the swamp at night. But right then we saw
their headlamps cutting through the darkness toward camp. I was
relieved to have the entire team gathering around the fire and also
to think that we’d shown Mike Fay a worthy adventure.
“I think that if I had one wish it would be that thousands of people
around the world take walks like this, because it is the only way for
individuals to understand the complexity of what we are dealing
with and why it is important,” Mike Fay says. “The more people have
these kinds of objectives and the more they bring it to the public and
to leaders, the more that humanity will come to understand that we
really do need to get our act together and protect this planet. If we
don’t, we are all sunk. You know we’re not there yet. We are so far

A rain-soaked Carlton Ward and Michael Fay dry off by the campfire.

A water lily opens toward a twilight sky.
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away from it that it is not even funny. So I think that multiplying
these walks by thousands of times is something that needs to happen.”

DAY 97: The home stretch
The rain is still falling, quietly now, as we reload our boats.
We are quiet, too—tired and contemplative as we paddle
among the drenched forest and shimmering gray waters in the
Okefenokee. It’s Earth Day, and a hearty crowd awaits our arrival
at the Stephen Foster State Park. Curt McCasland, manager
of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge—a million-acre
wilderness of national significance—is among the distinguished
conservationists who welcome us.
The Okefenokee “is a place where you can go and experience
solitude in a manner that is hard to find in this day and age,” Curt
McCasland says. “A day’s paddle will put you into a place where
nobody else is, where very few people have ever gone.”

Mallory Lykes Dimmitt smiles as she reaches the end of the journey.

A ghostly silhouette is seen at dusk in the Okefenokee.
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An Ogeechee Tupelo spreads its branches over a shallow sandbar in the Suwannee, colored orange by the tannin-stained water flowing from the Okeefenokee Swamp.

Reinvigorated after the Earth Day event and the brief
reunion with our families, we paddle back into the swamp to
complete 100 days of exploration. We spend the 99th night on an
elevated camping platform amid marsh grasses of Chase Prairie,
a stretch of the Okefenokee that looks like the Everglades. On
the 100th morning, with no particular agenda, we enjoy time
to reflect on the journey—from the Everglades to here, and
everything in between.
I’ve learned that there’s still hope, still time, to connect the
wild lands that remain. My heart aches for Florida when I see
that the appreciation for the real Florida is not there. This place
is like nowhere else in the world—water on both sides and a
beautiful interior that is so important to everyone in this state.
But because of our demographics and the way that two-thirds of
the people living here today were born somewhere else, there are
so many people to reach and so many people to share the story
with. I’d like to have everybody in Florida come and walk with
us and see these things firsthand. I can assure you that if they did
they would be behind this idea for preserving and connecting
wild lands and wildlife.

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

When I hear people talking
about, “Let’s go on this adventure to
Montana,” or “Let’s go to this place
in Canada,” I don’t even want to go. I
have so many places here at home that
I haven’t seen, or haven’t seen the way
I want to see them. I have an entire
lifetime of stories right here within 200 Carlton Ward.
miles of my home in Florida that really
need a voice.
I feel fulfilled in reaching our destination, but I am not
ready for the journey to end. It’s difficult to feel a sense of
completion, because, in many ways, the physical journey is just
the beginning for our team. Thoughts turn to the real quest—
protecting the natural lands that form the corridor we traveled.
I think about the responsibility we have to communicate this
opportunity, which is a culmination of hard work by thousands
of people over dozens of years.
It has been an amazing privilege to walk, paddle, and peddle
these 1,000 miles and to provide a lens for others to experience the
amazing land, water, and people who make up the Florida Wildlife
Corridor. My greatest hope is that in 20 years we can travel the
same route across a connected landscape and experience the same
natural and cultural heartbeat that sustains Florida today.
Photo by Mac Stone

DAY 100: Like nowhere else in the world
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Mark Johnson plays the banjo on his front porch in Dunnellon, north of Tampa.

banjo wizard
By Jon Wilson

Mark Johnson picks up what to him is the next best thing to a magic wand. He draws a
breath, focuses for three heartbeats, and, on an exquisitely crafted musical instrument,
begins to conjure a vision, a new mood, even another world. He doesn’t just play the banjo,
he massages it, coaxing notes clear and cool and soft as raindrops on a sultry Florida day.
He interprets Down to the River to Pray, a song of
mysterious origin made famous in the movie, O Brother,
Where Art Thou? The music is at once melancholy, hopeful,
meditative. “It’s like oxygen,” Johnson says of his playing.
“I don’t work at this. I love it.”
He folds his 6-foot-4 frame onto a comfortable couch
in his home, a quiet retreat on a few acres outside of
Dunnellon, north of Tampa, and talks about one of the
biggest shocks in his life.
One day last September, a FedEx truck pulled up in front
of his house. The delivery woman handed him an envelope
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stamped with the name of a famous entertainer. Johnson
opened it immediately.
“Congratulations,” it said. “You have been named as the
winner of the Steve Martin Prize for Excellence in Banjo
and Bluegrass.” Yes, that Steve Martin. The actor/comedian
is a banjo player himself and a friend of Johnson’s.
“I couldn’t believe it,” Johnson said. “I went down on
my knees, scared the FedEx lady to death. She thought I
was having a heart attack. ‘No, no,’ I said, ‘I won, I won.’ ”
Johnson did not even know he had been nominated.

Johnson and actor/comedian/writer Steve Martin, a banjo player himself.
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Photo: Alane Anno

Then a check for $50,000 dropped out of the package.
musical accenting, which builds through the song, evokes a
The money was part of the award. So was an October
vision of a swashbuckling Civil War ship brazenly pushing
appearance with Martin on The Letterman Show. Johnson
out of a river into the Gulf of Mexico.
walked on the show as cool as you please in his Tony Lama
Florida also brought him in contact with luminaries of
boots and JoS A. Banks black suit. He and Martin played
the bluegrass and acoustic music world. The hugely influential
“Forked Dear,” accompanied by
Rice brothers then lived in Crystal River—
Johnson’s musical partner, guitarist
Tony, Larry, Wyatt, and Ron. Norman
Emory Lester.
Blake, another musical giant, sometimes
Martin established the award
recorded at Tony Rice’s house.
three years ago to recognize the
The brothers “took a deep interest in
finest banjo artists and raise
what I was doing,” said Johnson, who was
awareness of bluegrass music.
developing his own style called “clawgrass,”
The judging panel of highly
a hybrid finger style in which the backs of
accomplished musicians included
the fingernails are used to play, rather than
Béla Fleck, J.D. Crowe, Tony
picks or the fronts of the fingers. Larry
Trischka, Alison Brown, and Pete
Rice, a welder at the nuclear plant, became
Wernick. They are among the
Johnson’s best friend. Tony taught him
world’s best banjo players. And
how to use a microphone and perform
Johnson’s recordings feature his signature
now Johnson, by virtue of the
before a large audience.
Clawgrass style.
award, can be considered part of
“People have come into my life like
that select group.
lightning bolts,” Johnson said. Steve Martin, in a way, was one
In a New York Times interview, Martin said of Johnson:
of those bolts. Years ago, Johnson followed Martin around
“Every time I listen to one of his records, I think, ‘Wow, this
the country, catching his shows—particularly for the banjo
is the sound of the banjo that made me fall in love with it.’”
routines. Eventually, the two met. Martin liked Johnson’s
When he’s not conjuring musical magic, Johnson, 57,
playing style, and a few years ago, invited him for dinner at his
looks out for the welfare of 40,000 people as Levy County’s
New York City home overlooking Central Park.
emergency management director. This includes keeping
Johnson brought some jars of Orange Blossom Honey
residents safe from tropical storms, which can be a frequent
and orange marmalade for Martin’s wife Anne, who grew up
and stressful job, depending on the season.
Like many Floridians, Johnson came to the state through
a circuitous route. He was a political science major at the
State University of New York at New Paltz and then held
an early job with the New York State Legislature. But on
a whim, he took a job as a safety officer at a nuclear plant,
Indian Point on the Hudson River. That led to a job as a
nuclear safety engineer in Clemson, S.C., and finally, to
another at the nuclear plant in Crystal River, Florida.
He started playing banjo when he was 15, a high school
teen who walked a newspaper route for the Westchester
Reporter Dispatch in Upstate New York. He saved his money
to buy a Harmony beginner’s banjo. His mother Eileen
O’Neill Johnson made sure he got lessons (which cost $5
each), and this opened a new world for a youngster looking
for expression.
“I lived in a tough house,” he said. His father battled
early-onset Alzheimer’s, and Johnson found a retreat in the
banjo. “That’s how I said the things I couldn’t put in words,
by playing music.”
Years later, a doctor told him he had “the gift of
dyslexia,” a gift because it lets him experience things in a
different way. This, perhaps, contributed to his musical
development. “I see films running through my mind,” he
said. That is apparent in one of his songs, Blockade Runner
at Cedar Key. Johnson, a Florida history buff, plays the tune
on a replica 1865 nylon-stringed banjo. The tempo and

Banjo wizard
in Florida. For the comedian, he brought a Levy County
emergency management baseball cap.
“Here I am, this guy from North Florida, banjo
over my shoulder. So I walk up to his house and tell the
doormen, ‘I’m here at Mr. Martin’s invitation.’ They’re
looking at me like r-i-i-ght.” One of the doormen called
the celebrity. “Send him up,” Martin said.
It was the beginning of a grand evening, “Like two
kids hanging around playing banjos,” Johnson said. The
session even helped produce a song called Wally Dog,
inspired by Martin’s golden lab. Martin likes to get down
on the floor and lie flat beside the dog, Johnson said.
Johnson’s banjo-playing career is likely to expand,
now that he is officially recognized as one of the world’s
best. He already has produced several CDs, often with
his partner Emory Lester, some with the Rice brothers.
He does live performances in Florida and elsewhere.
And, even with a day job and a musical career,
Johnson has found time to give lessons. Teaching brings
its own reward when his students learn. “When they
start getting it, it’s like opening a window and letting a
big bird fly.”
JON WILSON, author and former Florida journalist, writes
frequently for FORUM. His latest book is The Golden Era in
St. Petersburg: Postwar Prosperity in the Sunshine City.

Join us for a stroll through Pensacola’s
historic Basilica of St. Michael the Archangel.
As part of Florida’s
500th anniversary
commemoration,

we invite visitors on free
guided tours of this beautiful
Victorian church interior,
featuring stained-glass
windows designed by
Emil Frei and numerous
vestments, artifacts,
and reliquary.

Tour schedule:
May 11, 2013,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For tour information
please call: 850-438-4985
www.stmichael.ptdiocese.org
See our new gift shop, made possible
by a grant from British Petroleum

Now open

Explore the incredible discovery of the
world’s largest snake—48 feet long and
2,500 pounds!
$6 adults; $4.50 ages 3-17.
The exhibition is a collaboration between the Florida Museum, the University of Nebraska and the Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute. It is circulated by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.

UF Cultural Plaza 3215 Hull Road 352-846-2000
www.flmnh.ufl.edu Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
n

n

n
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By Norma Caballero

Photos courtesy of Norma Caballero

“Y

ou cannot
do that in
this classroom!
Do you understand?” I was in
second grade, and we were just
beginning to learn about complex sentences. Those sentences
were not complex; they were
simple sentences. I understood.
I sat in the timeout chair during our reading time and, while
I knew what every single word
in that sentence meant, it was
the third sentence that created
the puzzlement: “We do not
speak Spanish in [this] classroom.” Unlike former teachers,
she did not have to say those
sentences to me or dictate the
words at a monotonous speed,
because, by that time, I spoke
English. She was now telling
The author as a toddler with her parents in a tobacco field.
me that I must never do such
a scandalous thing in school as utilize
diluted Mexican), wetback, beaner,
my native tongue to communicate.
and sometimes “Spanish.” For everyShe told me on the first day of
thing
else school-related I fill in the
school that “everyone is different and
bubble
for “Hispanic.” For some reason
that is okay.” This seems like a lie now.
though,
even when you add all of those
“We must love everyone and their diftitles
together,
the total is never Norma.
ferences” echoed in my head. This was
To
begin
to
understand myself, I
my first experience of feeling stripped
figured
I
would
start with my history,
of what was mine. This was also my
and
that
included
taking a look at my
first experience of not being allowed to
family
heritage.
My
parents came to
be ME with my “differences.”
America
motivated
by
the same goal
According to whom you ask, my
as
many
Mexican
immigrants:
Jobs.
identity may consist of these labels:
My
father
was
the
oldest
son
in
a rural
American, Mexican, Mexican AmeriMexican
family,
and
his
options
were to
can, coconut (brown on the outside
continue
working
on
his
family’s
farm
but white on the inside), pocha (a
or leave. At the age of 14, a son was
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considered a man, not a boy, and thus
was only a burden if he could not support himself or contribute to the family.
He chose to leave. First, he went to Baja
California, but he knew it would only
be a matter of time before he would
wind up in “el Norte.”
On a return trip home, he married my mother, and months later they
left their family farms and traveled
to Michigan. Both 20, they spoke no
English and were foreign to all that
was the American culture. My mother
tells me the story of how when she first
arrived, the only fast food she would eat
was bread from Burger King. The taste

A young Norma Caballero.

of the meat was just not the same as
at home, she had no idea what pickles
were, and ketchup was not the equivalent of salsa.
Having a language barrier and limited only to skills learned at farms, they
became farm workers. They harvested
anything from tobacco to tomatoes
to strawberries. In fact, fruits and
vegetables basically explain how our
family wound up where we did. I was
born in Michigan because it was apple
season. My parents were living there
in camps of two-room trailers stuffed
with up to eight people. We came to
Florida when it was orange season. We
stayed because it was warmer, but also
because my parents, then with two
daughters, felt that following the crops
was more difficult with children.
Although we had traveled to many
states in pursuit of some stability,

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Florida ultimately became our haven. Its
sunshine not only reminded my parents
of the heat of their country, but soils in
different areas were cultivated in such
a variety of ways that many crops grew
at different times of the year. Migrating from place to place in Florida was
much easier than migrating from state
to state, and this was the closest thing
to stability we would have for a while. It
was strawberries in Plant City, tomatoes
and peppers in Immokalee and Naples,
blueberries in Brooksville, grapefruit in
Okeechobee, tangerines in Bradenton,
and, of course, oranges in Lake Wales.
Florida became our home. My
mother remains just a United States
resident, but I do remember the day my
father became a United States Citizen.
I remember being overcome with a
feeling of accomplishment, because I
remember replacing our evening prayers
with the Pledge of Allegiance and dedicating countless hours to reading from
a book with the American flag stapled
on the cover during our rides to the
store. My father had trusted that since
I was able to read, I could quiz him and
correct his broken English. Although
the only river he had known was the Rio
Grande, where he almost got killed, he

now was being asked about the longest
river in the United States. He would
answer, “Meeseeseepee Reeverr,” and I
would repeat it until he answered, “Mississippi River.”
When my father became a proud
American citizen, he got a “real” job
as a truck driver. I remember getting
into my dad’s truck, where I sat just
tall enough to see through the windows instead of only facing the dusty
dashboard. The next assignment I gave
him was to learn how to use a street
index and a grid on a map. He was such
a quick learner. He would smile at me,
because I made life a bit easier for him.
But I know it was mostly because he
was happy that I would not have such
struggles waiting for me in my future.
Growing up was not always smooth.
When I reflect on it, I realize this
had very little to do with the lack of
resources available to me. The struggle
had to do with living in a world where I
had to choose the right identity for the
right occasions. Although it was never
said directly, I felt it. I knew there were
times to be American, times to be Mexican, and times to add them together
to be this concoction of a human.
Sometimes I screwed it up. Like the first

The Caballero family has made Florida their home.
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time I sang Happy Birthday instead of
“Las Mañanitas” at a birthday party. Or
when I would bring tamales, instead of
cupcakes, for class parties. The worst of
all was when I spoke Spanglish.
Neither my Mexican family nor my
American friends accepted Spanglish
as a form of communication. Spanglish
was a reflection of my double identity
and my attempts to find a compromise.
My mother would say, “¡Tienes que
escoger! No puedes hablar las dos idiomas
a la vez.” “You have to choose! You can’t
speak two languages at once.” The only
ones who approved of and understood
this language and this burdensome identity were those friends who were like
me: De las dos (of both), but belonging
to neither.
In order to know, feel, and understand people as humans and not labels,
you must know their history. Whether
we acknowledge it or not, the history of
our country, our state, our city, our family, and ourselves shapes the future that
lies ahead. Understanding my history
helped me to better understand who I

The author (at right) and her sisters prepare to perform at Disney World.

was, so that I would not grow into
those labels people generously provided me that I felt were
not exact. For as long as
I carried a label I found
I would live a life trying
to fit that role. But when
I rid myself of the label,
it became much easier
for me to understand my
essence.
I accept that I am a
person who lives in two
cultures. For dinner I
sometimes eat a hamburger with a side of
guacamole. On my drives
home, my mix CD plays
some Beatles and some
Vicente Fernandez, and
sometimes at family celebrations the night ends
with a quick Electric Slide
and a zapateado.

Norma with her father, as he works in an orange grove.
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Florida has become a harbor for
people from all over the world. Year
after year, people choose to immerse
themselves in the sunshine instead of
ruthless winters up North. Florida has
the right soil for a variety of crops that
bring job opportunities for people
like my parents. It has provided many
people freedom from oppression from
their own country. Florida has become
to many the home away from home.
Florida opens its arms to people from
all around the world. Like Florida, I
choose to take in a little of everything
to make me one.
NORMA CABALLERO is a senior at
Florida Gulf Coast University and will
be graduating in the spring with a double
major in Spanish and Communication.
In her spare time, she enjoys volunteering
in her community.

By Lynne Barrett

antique shop there, while people
like us fixed up old (old for Miami)
houses in the neighborhoods either
924
95
side of it, in what came to be called
the Upper Eastside. We ate and
shopped locally, but still, in 2005,
27
uPPer e aSt Side
crime had diminished but not
MIAMI
disappeared.
The motels stood empty
that morning. Cool post-storm
Atlantic Ocean
sunshine caught their Deco curves
and Miami Modern angles. Their
1
signs displaying names from a postwar era of exotic promise—
Sinbad, Shalimar, South
We spoke with strangers about
Pacific, Stardust—looked
how good it was to reclaim this
jaunty, as if to shrug and say,
territory that many still viewed as
we’ve seen far worse than
dangerous to tread. Once-prosperous,
this in our decades of
this stretch of Biscayne had become
tourism and vice. I
notorious for prostitution in its old
resolved to learn more about the history
motels and had declined in the ‘70s,
outside my door.
then hit bottom in the ‘80s, with
I wasn’t alone. Business owners and
crack and crime. During our 15 years
residents banded together to apply for
living here, it slowly revived as urban
the official designation of both sides of
entrepreneurs opened a bistro here, an
826
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often remember
75
the morning after
Hurricane Wilma hit
Miami, in October 2005. The
power was out. The avocado tree
we hauled up after Hurricane
Andrew knocked it down
had fallen again, filling the
836
yard behind our 1930s house.
Wondering how the area outside
98
our neighborhood had fared, my
husband and I pulled on boots
and tromped out to Biscayne
Boulevard.
Traffic lights had blown
away, and the empty width of Biscayne
was ours for now. We walked south
past dark storefronts, worrying. How
long would it be before anything
reopened? Then we spotted a little
sports bar where the owners had fueled
their generator with siphoned gas to
make espresso. Sitting at their open-air
counter, we fortified ourselves with
caffeine and can-do attitude.

An arty view of the South Pacific Motel sign.
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Discover Florida’s Natural wonders
Florida Magnificent Wilderness
James Valentine & D. Bruce Means
$29.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-361-5 • 9 x 12 • 144 pages • color

A truly beautiful coffee-table book featuring stunning, full-color
photos of Florida’s waters, land, and skies by world-famous nature
photographer Valentine. Comprehensive text by biologist Means and other
Florida conservationists rounds out this volume.

Priceless Florida
Ellie Whitney, D. Bruce Means, & Anne Rudloe
$37.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-309-7 • 8.5 x 11 • 432 pages •
800 color photos
$29.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-308-0

Full-color photos as well as charts and comprehensive text on all of the
ecosystems in Florida and many of the native species.

Snake in the Grass
Larry Perez
$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-513-8 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages
• 8-page color insert

An eloquent discussion of the proliferation of Burmese pythons in
the Everglades and its lasting impact.

New for Spring 2013
Great Florida Seminole Trail

New

Doug Alderson
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-563-3 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages • photos

Visit the sites that are important in the history of Florida’s Seminoles,
from Apalachee Mission in Tallahassee to the Okeechobee
Battlefield in south Florida.

Native Florida Plants for Drought- and SaltTolerant Landscaping New
Richard Wunderlin & George Kish
$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-560-2 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages • color

A plethora of plants that will grow in Florida’s unique and challenging climate.

Orlando’s Historic Haunts New
Thomas Cook
$10.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-561-9 • 6 x 9 • 136 pages • photos

There are more than a few restless spirits in the town that spawned
all things Disney. This is the real Orlando, where ghosts haunt
numerous downtown buildings, homes, and graveyards.

Ponce de Leon and the Discovery of Florida New
Sandra Wallus Sammons
$12.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-592-3 • 6 x 9 • 72 pages • photos
$8.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-593-0

While his fellow Spaniards brutally forced their way into new lands,
Juan Ponce de Leon forged peaceful bonds with the natives he met in La Florida.
A tale of an explorer’s real life, curiosity, and courage for children aged 9–12.

New editions for 2013
Discovering the Civil War in Florida 2ND eD.

enjoy Florida with these
information-Packed Guides
Florida’s Rivers
Charles Boning
$21.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-400-1 • 7 x 10 • 240 pages • photos

An overview of Florida’s waterways and detailed information on 60
of Florida’s rivers from source to end—from the Blackwater River
in the western Panhandle to the Ichetucknee and Kissimmee Rivers in central
Florida to the Miami River in south Florida.

Exploring Wild South Florida 4th eDitioN
Susan Jewell
$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-500-8 • 6 x 9 • 288 pages • color
insert

This updated edition covers federal, state, county, municipal,
and private lands from West Palm Beach to Fort Myers and south through the
Everglades and Florida Keys, including more than 20 new locations. Packed with
information for hikers, paddlers, bicyclists, wildlife watchers, and campers.

Caloosahatchee River Guidebook
Kevin McCarthy
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-507-7 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages • photos

Running for 80 miles from Lake Okeechobee to the Gulf of Mexico
in southwest Florida, the Caloosahatchee helped shape Florida
history. This guide offers tips for traveling along the river by boat or car, as well
as the history and hydrology of the area.

Hillsborough River Guidebook
Kevin McCarthy
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-487-2 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages • photos

The Hillsborough River begins in the Green Swamp and runs
through downtown Tampa to Tampa Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. It
has played an important part in Florida history and commerce.

St. Johns River Guidebook 2ND eDitioN
Kevin McCarthy
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-435-3 • 6 x 9 • 176 pages • photos

A guide to the history, people, and sites connected with this northflowing river that begins west of Vero Beach and ends in Jacksonville. Completely
updated traveling information.

Suwannee River Guidebook
Kevin McCarthy
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-449-0 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages • photos

Enjoy a leisurely trip down one of the best-known and most
beloved rivers in America, from the Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia
to the Gulf of Mexico in Florida. Includes tips and travel information for those
exploring the river by water or by land.

Myakka 2ND eDitioN
Paula Benshoff
$14.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-444-5 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages • photos

Guide to one of the largest state parks in Florida. Discover its wild
and scenic river, shady oak hammocks, aerial gardens, prairies,
piney woods, and wetlands. Meet the gators, sandhill cranes, deer, and turtles
that call Myakka home.

$18.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-529-9 • 6 x 9 • 280 pages • photos

The Law of Florida Homeowners Associations 9th eD.
$16.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-559-6 • 6 x 9 • 186 pages

800-746-3275 • www.pineapplepress.com

The Condominium Concept 13th eD.

Pineapple Press

$27.95 • Hardcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-558-9 • 6 x 9 • 370 pages
$21.95 • Softcover • ISBN 978-1-56164-557-2
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Castle, relocated, went to prison, and
lived to publish a memoir, denouncing
her enemies as hypocrites and prudes.
Wondering what happened to
the Castle, I turned to Carbonell. He
found a photo, taken not long before it
was torn down in the ‘50s, showing it
as eccentric, memorable, smaller than I
imagined. In a May 2008 article in The
Biscayne Times, Carbonell approached
the book from an architectural angle,
deducing floor plans from the text.
That June, the MiMo Association
sponsored a “Madam Sherry’s Moorish
Brothel Brunch.” With distance,
crime gains glamour. The entertaining
vice of the past has helped to attract
visitors and business, diminishing vice
in the present.
This morning, on my Saturday
walk, I want to take my time and let my
imagination rove as I remember what
I’ve learned about the area’s past.
I start where the Little River ducks
beneath the boulevard at 77th. On the
spot now occupied by an auto parts
store, a famous/infamous Playboy
Club opened in 1961. At the start it
was the height of swank, but by the
1970s Geraldo Rivera did an “exposé”
on this part of Biscayne Boulevard as
a center of depravity. However, I’m
more interested in the nondescript
beige building across the road at 78th,
which was Don Lanning’s Tavern. His
wife, Roberta Sherwood, sang there
in the ‘40s, before financial setbacks
and Lanning’s disabling illness left her
trying to support him and their three
children by performing in any club that
would have her. In 1956, Sherwood, at

Madam Sherry’s Moorish Castle, as pictured in the Miami News, 1952.
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case that went to the Supreme Court.
King Farouk of Egypt sued for libel,
but Barnes and Tralins prevailed. I
tracked a copy down and wrote about
it in The Florida Book Review. At
heart, it’s the tale of a businesswoman.
Assured that a brothel would do
well in Florida, Madam Sherry
chose to locate her enterprise in
an area not too developed, not too
respectable, accessible to Miami Beach
(“wonderful isle of erotic dreams”),
the Hialeah racetrack, and the
gambling joints and nightclubs where
she could parade her beauties and
attract customers.
Madam Sherry’s story—like so
many Florida stories—is one of illusion
and disillusion. After a golden era in
the early ‘30s, business suffered because
authorities demanded excessive payoffs.
Then, with World War II servicemen
about to arrive, the War Department
closed her down. She lost the Moorish
Photo courtesy of Antolin Garcia Carbonell

the boulevard from NE 50th Street
up to NE 77th as the Biscayne MiMo
(Miami Modern) Historic District. The
designation, granted in 2006, kicked off
efforts to draw visitors who’d appreciate
the historic significance and appeal of
MiMo, symbolized by the installation
of a restored version of the Coppertone
Girl sign on the side of a building.
Articles began to appear with titles like
“Born Again Boulevard.”
From my friend and neighbor,
Antolin Garcia Carbonell, an architect,
I learned that Biscayne Boulevard was
not an artery envisioned early, but a
series of projects begun in 1925. Before
that, driving north of Miami’s limits
involved shifting along roads through
and around the settlements, farms,
groves, and large estates of Buena Vista,
Lemon City, Little River, and Biscayne,
a swath of land with the bay to the east
and the railway running along the spine
of higher ground to the west. Carbonell
summed up the process: “What was
planned didn’t happen and what was
built was not planned. That’s the story
of Miami.”
My personal find was the story
of a brothel. From an antiquarian
bookseller, I learned in 2007 of an
out-of-print paperback, Pleasure Was
My Business, the memoirs of Ruth
Barnes, a.k.a. Madam Sherry, as told
to Robert Tralins, centering on the
“Moorish Castle” she built in 1929,
just west of Biscayne at N.E. 54th
Street. When published in 1961, the
book was banned in a censorship

Signs for Casa Toscana, the Saturn Motel, and
MiMo, all on Biscayne Boulevard.
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would say about the
Starbucks at 69th and
Biscayne? Perhaps
he’d meet community
leaders there and help
to save what can be
saved.
Bongos beckon
me toward the Upper
Eastside Farmers’
Market at the entrance
to Legion Park at 66th Postcard of Tee House Plantation after it became the Harvey Seeds
American Legion Post.
Street. The property
foxtrotted here at the gambling club, a
became, in 1910,
combo playing something insouciant
the Tee House Plantation of William
under a Miami moon. And then, were
Ogden, a northerner who started the
the Legionnaires among the forces of
business of shipping gift boxes of citrus.
decency that drove her out of her castle?
Ogden’s mistress, Georgiana Carhart, a
Back on the boulevard, I cross
Broadway actress, lived in his bay-front
to
the
New Yorker Boutique Hotel,
mansion until the relationship went bad.
restored
and reopened. Its sign declares
She left in 1913. After Ogden’s death in
it
has
no
vacancies this weekend. Eight
1922, the Tee House became a speakeasy
blocks
north,
the Vagabond, a Miami
and gambling club. When Prohibition
Historic
Landmark
building, has stood
ended, the state foreclosed and deeded
empty
since
the
last
boom, when an
the property to the American Legion
owner
did
some
rehabilitation
but ran
Harvey Seeds
out
of
funds.
Even
Post. And the
in its desertion, its
post’s presence
Miami Modern
after World
lines and sculpted
War II attracted
nymphs attract the
visiting veterans
eye, and I’ve heard
who created
new investors
a demand for
have bright plans.
motels to be
This morning, the
built nearby,
motels remind
along Biscayne.
me of Roberta
In an odd twist,
Charles Torrey Simpson reading, circa 1920. Probably photographed on his
Sherwood,
property, The Sentinels.
Writer Lynne Barrett
Georgiana
Georgiana
Carhart
emerged
from
obscurity
in
the
either side was the estate of botanist
Carhart, and Madam Sherry: old broads
‘50s, when she proved to be a delightful
and preservationist Charles Torrey
talker, appearing as a regular panelist on who’ve taken some knocks but sooner
Simpson, who, after retiring from the
or later make a comeback.
the TV show “Life Begins at 80.”
Smithsonian, moved in 1905 to the
I walk home, thinking what a great
I buy lettuce at the Farmer’s Market,
Lemon City house he designed, The
place
this is for a writer, full of such
then stroll into the park. The Legion
Sentinels. He retained the mangroves
resilient
ghosts.
knocked down the Tee House to build
along the shore and wrote four books
their club, but part of one original
about South Florida nature. Admirers
LYNNE BARRETT teaches creative writing
building is incorporated into the
called him “The Sage of Biscayne
at Florida International University in Miami.
community
center
where
I
vote.
Outside
Bay”; he called himself “The Old
Her third story collection, Magpies, received the
it, I shuffle my feet on the 1930s
Man.” On the grounds of the Palm
Gold Medal for General Fiction last year in the
circular terrazzo dance floor, realizing
Bay Club and Marina, where the
Florida Book Awards competition.
that when it was installed Madam
Sentinels stood, the passerby can spot
Sherry was running her establishment
Simpson’s oaks and silkwood tree.
a dozen blocks away. Perhaps her girls
I wonder what The Old Man

43, became an “overnight success” when
Walter Winchell raved about her torch
singing, and Decca signed her. You
can hear her undefeated spirit in her
rendition of “Lazy River.”
I turn south. At 75th, an empty
lot awaits a fresh start where the
Aloha Motel became notorious for
its vibrating waterbeds, such a draw
that it rented rooms for four shifts per
day. The building at 71st that houses
Moonchine restaurant contains,
behind a newer front, at least some
of the 1939 Sir William Hotel. I
notice we’ve become a district of
restaurants, fitness clubs, antiques,
vintage clothing, boutiques and salons,
of bits of the past and ambition for
the future, of nostalgia and wit. A
former fruit shipper is now the Dogma
Grill, specializing in hot dogs, its sign
proclaiming “A Frank Philosophy.”
Next door is the car wash, Karma.
I always look down tree-shaded 69th
Street towards the water. The land on
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Celebrating Florida history with great books including:
WALKIN’ LAWTON

THE VOYAGES OF
PONCE DE LEÓN:
SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVES

JOHN DOS PASSOS COGGIN
“JOHN COGGIN HAS WRITTEN A MUCH NEEDED
BOOK ABOUT ONE OF THE MOST PROGRESSIVE
GOVERNORS IN SOUTHERN HISTORY. LAWTON
CHILES REPRESENTED A PART OF FLORIDA'S
HERITAGE UNKNOWN TO MOST TOURISTS. HE
WAS THE GOVERNOR WHO MODERNIZED THE
STATE AND GAVE ITS PEOPLE A RECORD ON
RACE RELATIONS, THE ECONOMY, AND EDUCATION THAT THEY COULD BE PROUD OF.”

2013 IS THE 500TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
NAMING OF FLORIDA BY PONCE DE LEóN.
THIS BOOK INCLUDES ALMOST A CENTURY OF
SCHOLARSHIP EXPLORING EVOLVING PERSPECTIVES ON PONCE AND HIS TRAVELS.

HOWARD DEAN
FORMER GOVERNOR OF VERMONT AND
CHAIR OF THE DNC

PAPERBACK $14.95
KINDLE E-BOOK $7.95

COMPILED AND EDITED BY
JAMES G. CUSICK AND
SHERRY JOHNSON

PAPERBACK $24.95
KINDLE E-BOOK $9.99

LIFE

DEATH AT WINDOVER:
EXCAVATIONS OF A
7,000 YEAR-OLD POND CEMETERY

CHASING BONES:

AND

AN ARCHAEOLOGIST’S
PURSUIT OF SKELETONS

RACHEL K. WENTZ

RACHEL K. WENTZ

“WINDOVER

IS TRULY A UNIQUE SITE THAT CONTINUES
TO ASTONISH. DR. WENTZ DOES A WONDERFUL JOB OF
TELLING THE TWO STORIES OF WINDOVER. ONE IS THE
STORY OF THE PEOPLE WHO LIVED IN THE AREA AND
ARE BURIED IN THE POND. THE OTHER STORY INTRODUCES YOU TO THE AMAZING PEOPLE AND CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH MADE THE EXCAVATION POSSIBLE.
FROM ITS DISCOVERY BY A BACKHOE OPERATOR AND A
CONCERNED AND INTERESTED LANDOWNER TO THE
CREW WHO WORKED ON THE PROJECT, WENTZ
EFFECTIVELY CAPTURES THE STORIES OF A FASCINATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERY.”
DR. GLEN H. DORAN
PRINCIPAL ARCHAEOLOGIST OF THE WINDOVER SITE
PAPERBACK $14.95
KINDLE E-BOOK: $7.95

CALLING YANKEES

TO

FPAN EAST CENTRAL REGION DIRECTOR
RACHEL K. WENTZ DID MOST OF HER GRADU-

ATE WORK FOCUSING ON THE ANCIENT
SKELETONS FROM FLORIDA’S WINDOVER
SITE, BUT IN THIS BOOK SHE ALSO TAKES US
TO FASCINATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN
ENGLAND, ITALY, UKRAINE AND THE CARIBBEAN BEFORE COMING BACK TO FLORIDA.

PAPERBACK $14.95
KINDLE E-BOOK: $7.95

CANOEING AND CAMPING ON
HISTORIC SUWANEE RIVER:

FLORIDA:

THE

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE’S
FORGOTTEN TOURIST ARTICLES

A PADDLER’S GUIDE

INTRODUCED AND EDITED BY
JOHN T. AND SARAH W. FOSTER

ROSE KNOX AND
GRAHAM SCHORB

CONTAINS ENGAGING VIGNETTES OF FLORIDA
LIFE NOT INCLUDED IN STOWE’S CLASSIC BOOK
PALMETTO LEAVES. THE EDITORS PROVIDE
INSIGHTFUL COMMENTARY ON STOWE’S OVER-

A PRACTICAL RIVER GUIDEBOOK INCLUDING
TIPS FROM AN EXPERIENCED OUTDOORSMAN
ON CANOEING, CAMPING, AND COOKING ON
THE LEGENDARY SUWANNEE RIVER. SECTIONAL MAPS; HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL
LOCATIONS ARE DESIGNATED. BEGINS IN THE
OKEFENOKEE SWAMP AND CONCLUDES AT
THE GULF OF MEXICO.

LOOKED ROLE AS AN EARLY AND ARDENT
PROPONENT OF TOURISM IN FLORIDA, SHEDDING NEW LIGHT ON THE HIDDEN AGENDA OF
THE MOST FAMOUS AMERICAN WRITER OF THE
MID-1800S.
PAPERBACK $14.95
KINDLE E-BOOK: $7.95

PAPERBACK $19.95
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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR FLORIDA HUMANITES COUNCIL MEMBERS
For a limited time, all new and
renewing members at the $125
level and higher can choose to
receive a great premium.

“Without its lush ranchlands, there
would be precious little left to see of old
Florida, and nowhere for some of our most
endangered wildlife to survive. Carlton
Ward’s colorful tribute to this dwindling
frontier is also a call to save what remains of
it. The alternative is unthinkable.”

Florida Cowboys:
Keepers of the
Last Frontier

by Carlton Ward Jr.

Hardcover, 264 pages.
University Press of Florida, 2009

—Carl Hiaasen
Drive a few miles beyond Disney World, past the gaudy souvenir
shops, all-you-can-eat buffets, and chain hotels, and you’ll find
the largest cattle-producing ranch in the world. Indeed, nearly
one-fifth of the state is devoted to the cattle industry, and these
working ranches play a vital role in Florida’s economic health.
Yet even as encroaching urban sprawl threatens their way of life,
photographer Carlton Ward has been documenting the often
unseen world of Florida cowboys.

For a limited time, all new and renewing members
at the $125 level and higher can choose to receive
Carlton’s Ward’s Florida Cowboys.
Just use the form and return envelope inside the
magazine centerfold to make your contribution today.

For more information visit www.floridahumanities.org/membership

